Introduction
In manyblock-structured languages, likeAlgol and Pascal, the support facilities are such that individual procedural components of a program cannot be compiled. Non block-structured languages do not suffer this problem. Forexample the scope of a variable in the 'C' language is the file in which it is declared. [1] A large program may thus be distributed overmanyfiles; alterations to part of the program then only require recompilation of the file with the altered code. In 'C', program-wide global variables are made available by a method analogous to the Common statement in Fortran. In Algol, on the other hand, aminor change to the source code usually requires the subsequent recompilation of the whole program. With small programs this is of no great consequence, but with increasing size the extra processing time may be substantial. The related language Pascal suffers from similar difficulties. [2] 
Procedural Element Recompilation
Both AlgolW [3] and Pascal/VS [4] contain, as part of the language specification, a facility for independent compilation of those procedures which communicate solely via their parameter list. Although it is entirely possible to write complete programs which enforce this communication convention, it is rarely done. The problem is especially acute with large programs, containing manyprocedures, that manipulate complexdata structures. Prohibitively long parameter lists for procedures are burdensome, especially in the case where a subprocedure is spawned simply because the amount of code generated exceeds some arbitrary size restriction (e.g. 8K bytes of code for AlgolW and Pascal/VS). Of course, if all procedures were required to communicate via parameters, there would be little need for global variables, which in turn means that the whole concept of blockstructure and variable scope is lost. Alternative solutions to this maintenance problem have been proposed, [2, 5] but typically these entail modifications to the compiler itself. The scheme described here, however, requires no such support, but a programming convention or discipline is imposed, to ensure a logical consistencyb etween the source program and object code modules.
In languages which allowthe programmer'sviewofthe procedure name to be an arbitrary sequence alpha-numeric characters, one other small difficulty has to be faced. An association must be made between the user's"external name" for the procedure and the compiler's" internal name". Forp ractical reasons the compiler'sv iewo ft he procedure name is as a short sequence of characters, e.g. eight. These internal names must be unique, and for AlgolW taket he form AWXSCnnn, where nnn represents a three digit integer which in some sense measures the relative position of the corresponding procedure in the source program. There is nothing special about the prefix AWXSC; it could equally well be the first fivec haracters of the external or programmer'sn ame for the procedure. It was chosen perhaps for simplicity and for easy differentiation from AlgolW run time library routines, and from other system wide functions.
Those procedures which are not dependent on global variables, and so can be used by anya pplication program, also need a unique internal name. In AlgolW this is achievedbytaking the first fivecharacters of the procedure name (padded with '#' as necessary) and appending '001' to form an eight character internal name. Toavoid ambiguity some care must be taken in the choice of procedure names. Even though independent procedures cannot access global variables/functions directly,t hey can access other independent procedures.
In the general case, for procedures that manipulate global variables, a separate compilation capability becomes desirable whenevert he cost of compiling a single typical procedure is small (less than 5%) compared to the cost of recompiling the whole program. The facility is essential for all large programs, those which cannot be compiled as a whole because of compiler design limitations. For one version of AlgolW, [6] executing under the Michigan Terminal System (MTS), [7] this was the case for anyprogram with more than about 900 occurrences of 'BEGIN', 'PROCEDURE' and 'FOR', almost independent of application. The probability of this happening rises dramatically when the number of statements in the program exceeds 3000, but can occur at anytime for a variety of reasons. This then is one definition of a large program, eventhough it would be modest by commercial standards.
In order to overcome these restrictions on program size, and also to reduce computational requirements for re-compilations, I have dev eloped a source program management scheme which draws on the notion of a "working program environment". The basic facility provides methods for updating the source and object modules and for producing the working environment. All these components have been drawn together into a single program, hereafter referred to as the Manager,making the whole maintenance process automatic, eliminating the possibility for error and significantly reducing the need for the user to be familiar with the finer details of the process. Ag eneral outline and more specific information about the Manager'sr equirements can be found in a report. [8] It should be noted that the Manager relies heavily on the random access properties of the MTS file system. [9] Of particular importance is the use of line numbers to ensure that parts of one file may be overlaid by another.T his is done by making use of the indexedr ead/write capabilities of MTS line files, so updates may be made in an arbitrary non-sequential manner. Extension of our technique to systems which support only sequential files may therefore be difficult or expensive.
To simplify the management process a naming convention for the files accessed was established. Thus the "root name" for the source file of the user'sA lgolW program is shared by the maintenance files produced by the Manager.I ft he selected root name is 'prog', then the user'ssource file must be named 'prog.ALG', and the Manager will initially produce (and subsequently presume exists) three permanent files 'prog.OBJ', containing executable object modules, 'prog.ENV', to hold the skeletal structure of the AlgolW program, and 'prog.DIR', to showthe update status and the names and locations of the procedures. In addition, four temporary files are created to hold error messages, source listing, compilation environment and object codes.
Environment Creation
An important feature of the Manager is the generation of an AlgolW compilation environment. Tod ot his, certain AlgolW reserved words are recognized using the state transition table presented in our report. [8] The major features of the environment are:
(a) Nested (bottom level) procedures are converted to dummy procedures; i.e. the procedure heading and parameters (if any)
remain, but the procedure body is replaced by a suitable null argument. For example, a proper procedure would have the body replaced by a semicolon, whereas a function procedure would need an appropriate expression type, say TRUE for a logical function.
(b) A block (procedure) containing nested procedures retains all its declarations and its spanning BEGIN-END, though the (procedure) body itself is either omitted or,for a function, is replaced by a suitable expression.
(c) The outer block declarations (globals) are included, as well as the spanning BEGIN-END.
(d) Global labels which are accessed from internal procedures must be included by hand, giving another reason such labels are undesirable.
(e) Line numbers for the working environment correspond exactly to the those of the original source.
The environment thus created is a syntactically correct AlgolW program which, when compiled, produces object modules with aone to one correspondence to the original program'sobject modules (though of course the program bodies are effectively null programs). Consider the sample program of Figure 1 and its corresponding compilation environment of Figure 2 . Figure 1 illustrates a program with nested procedures and functions, and has been primarily designed to showt he form of the working environment, Figure 2 . The important points to note are the correspondence between the line-numbers of the sample program and its environment, and the form of the null program body that is provided for each function/procedure. The environment is created directly from a legalversion of the user'sAlgolW source program. The creation process consists of a subroutine which is called with a parameter giving the address of a table into which certain data is to be placed. This table will be 16(N+1) bytes long, where N is a count of the explicit procedures in the AlgolW program. Information returned has the following format:
Procedure Name First Line Last Line (8 bytes) (4 bytes) (4 bytes)
The "Procedure Name" is an eight character,l eft justified version of the corresponding procedure'se xternal name. It is either truncated, or padded on the right with blanks to get the 8-byte length. The definition of the "First-Line" field differs depending upon whether the procedure is at the bottom levelornot. For nested (bottom level) procedures, this field is the line-number of the procedure heading, whereas for "outer" procedures it is the line-number of the first available source line after the declarations. The "Last Line" field is always the line-number of the closing END for that procedure.
The file 'prog.DIR' is a directory and each entry has fivecomponents:
(a). The external and internal names of the procedure.
(b). The starting and ending line numbers of the object code for the procedure.
(c). A count of the times the procedure has been modified.
(d). The date and time of the last update.
(e). The starting and ending line numbers of the source code for the procedure.
Adirectory of the type shown in Figure 3 is produced by the Manager from information extracted from the The information in the directory is used to maintain the source and object files in the following way.T he environment is copied to a temporary file, which in turn is overlaid by the contents of the selected procedures. This subset of the program is then compiled. The object file produced is scanned for the selected modules and these are extracted, and the directory again used to delete the old object modules prior to their replacement. In our system it is possible to do this replacement with an in situ update, so there is no need to change the line number range associated with the object modules. The modification count and the date and time to the update are finally altered in the directory.
Programming Conventions
To avoid some of the hidden features of our compiler it was necessary to program in a disciplined way.The primary purpose of the following conventions was to ensure a one to one correspondence between the procedures generated by the compiler and those declared by the user. The elimination of these implicit object modules is really a blessing in disguise. In our version of AlgolW, [6] these hidden procedures can be created twow ays. Wheneveraredundant BEGIN-END block is built, a hidden procedure is generated and is givent he universal internal name of <BLOCK>. Construction of redundant BEGIN-END blocks is sometimes done deliberately within a large block, e.g., in order to overcome a restriction that no procedure generate more than 8K bytes of code. Rather than forcing the compiler to produce those procedures implicitly,itisb etter for the user to do so explicitly,sothat one always knows where procedures are being invoked. More bizarrely,t hese <BLOCK> procedures are generated whereverab lock expression is used. Forexample, the sequence:
causes a procedure to be created and invokedw henevert he while condition is tested. Our management system requires that such constructs be modified so that a function is used explicitly.I nthe past, an error in the AlgolW compiler itself lead to the unnecessary construction of hidden procedures for innocuous IF-THEN-ELSE statements. By a simple revision to the 1975 version of the compiler [6] that effect was eliminated.
(c) After initial environment creation some "hand-fixing" may be necessary.
Global labels which are accessed from inner procedures must be inserted by hand. If one forgets to do this, a later attempt to recompile a procedure that needs an external label will fail. At that time the label may be inserted into the environment, and the compilation repeated. Such labels should be uncommon, since they are normally used only for error exits. Of course the adherents to go-to-less programming will neverh av e problems here.
(d) Variables and procedures must be added in a controlled way.
During product development, aside from revising source program logic, one is constantly creating and deleting variables. Under the management scheme described here, these alterations require some thought. Deletions of procedures or global variables can be done simply by converting them into dummy variables (place holders). Creation of newglobals must be done carefully,using the following technique. Either newdeclarations are added to the end of the appropriate declaration list, or previously allocated dummy entries (place holders of the right type) are renamed to form operational variables. The introduction of procedures can similarly be done by reactivating previously deactivated procedures, or by appending newprocedure declarations to the declaration list of the outer block. These techniques are adequate to preservet he established correspondence between internal and external procedure names, and to ensure that the allocated locations of existing globals is not altered. Clearly creation of newvariables must be done to both the source program and the environment. However, alteration to the directory file will be necessary only if newprocedures are generated. Although these entries can be created simply,i tm ay be better to treat this case as a major revision, and recompile the whole program under the control of the Manager,sothat all the support files will be re-initialized.
Large Program Problems and Costs
Usually,i ti sm ore expensive both to maintain and to execute large programs. Almost every operation is affected. For example, it costs more to delete or move lines in a large source file, because the line directory portion of the file undergoes more substantial revision. One solution to that problem is to distribute the source program overs ev eral small files. Although some cost savings are possible by this means, there is an increase in complexity of the management process.
Subfile hierarchy:
The following proposal generalizes the Manager'sf unctions, and reduces the cost of handling large files. The method involves the use of a Manager to manipulate a hierarchyo ffi les, in a way which is transparent to the user. The benefits of this hierarchic structure are carried across to manipulations on object files, which will be structured in a way analogous to the source. In the simplest case, the original file 'prog.ALG' could be broken down into ten subfiles: 'prog.0.ALG' to 'prog.9.ALG'. Fors anity one would want to followac onvention which requires that line numbers in a specific range appear only in a single subfile. If, for example, line numbers in the range 2000 to 2999 were restricted to the subfile 'prog.2.ALG', the editor could be invokedt hrough a small filter (preprocessor) which, in turn, would have a simple criterion for switching from file to file automatically.A lthough this approach is clean and conceptually satisfying it is not a technical necessity,since all the information regarding the ranges of every procedure already exists in the file 'prog.DIR', so there are no practical difficulties here. As a matter of discipline, however, one would probably want to keep these subfiles disjoint and nonoverlapping.
Manager Efficiency
The Manager was originally developed to support a program made up of 109 AlgolW procedures (average size 40 statements), and a fews mall independent Fortran and PL360 procedures for system dependent functions. In the following discussion, the cost of compiling these independent components was ignored. Compilation of this program as a whole under our AlgolW compiler was not possible, because of a block table overflow. Byr eplacing six major procedures with dummy statements, so that the overflowcondition was not violated, the program was handled and from this a lower bound on the compilation time was estimated at 16 seconds Amdahl V/6 time. Thus without the Manager the application would have been abandoned. On the other hand, the initialization phase to generate a compilation environment and a directory,tocompile the original source in twop arts, and to merge the resultant object modules into 'prog.OBJ' required 33.5 seconds under our facility. While this appeared to be expensive itp rovided a working program and was done only once; thereafter procedures were recompiled a fewa tat ime. Recompiling and updating a single sample procedure, consisting of about 90 statements, required 2.85 seconds. Of this about 2.25 seconds was the overhead associated with the Manager,including opening files, compiling the environment and replacing a null program. In fact, for this application, direct compilation of the environment alone required 1.04 seconds. One might therefore deduce that at least 16/(2.85ˆ-2.25)ˆ=ˆ26 procedures could be recompiled at one time, before a compilation of the whole program would be cheaper.T he more detailed statistics of 
Conclusions
The Manager is a cost-effective and convenient way of maintaining large AlgolW programs. An equivalent system to handle Pascal could be built. The major change would be a news tate transition table to accommodate the different nature of Pascal'sblock structure. Our approach is efficient, though dependent on the average procedure size. It is especially valuable if the program is still undergoing substantial revision to a subset of its procedural components. Since the overhead does not vary significantly with application, we assert that anyAlgolW program that needs more than about 2.5 seconds of Amdahl V6 CPU time to compile and generate object modules is sufficiently large to warrant the use of a Manager.O ur data shows that anyprogram of more than 15 procedures or 800 statements can be handled more efficiently,r eliably,a nd quickly than by anyo ther locally existing support program. [10] The use of a directory to maintain not only the association between the user'sname for procedures and the compiled name, but also relative locations of the various object modules, is responsible for this efficiency improvement.
Al ogical extension to the present scheme has also been described. It involves dividing a large source file into a set of subfiles, and thus benefit from the reduced cost of manipulating smaller files. Aspecial filter to interface the user to the editor would have tobebuilt.
